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Welcome to the 2017 Shrewsbury Hub of the National Festival of LGBT
History. As our publicity states - everybody with an interest is welcome
to come along and share in a full programme of events. We are
delighted to have Wild Strawberry on board once more to project a huge
promotion onto the Market Hall Building in town which has been
designed by young people from XYZ (the Shropshire young LGBT
group); we have a  new partner this year with Participate Contemporary
Artspace hosting our exhibition, with a celebratory opening event on
11th Feb.
On the following pages you will find details about these and more - our
Friday Launch, with Civic Reception, a showcase from young people
including news from local schools and colleges, a series of taster
presentations on a whole range of LGBT histories, which includes a
contribution from Oswestry Museum, dramatic interludes, an evening of
entertainment and day of films.
Whatever you choose to see, we hope you have a fascinating - and
enjoyable - time.

The Salopian Rainbows
Sue Gorbing, Sal Hampson,
Geoff Hardy, Peter Roscoe

stop. @ UCS is open
Saturday 18th February,
10am - 4pm
for great coffee, homemade cakes, sandwiches, baked potatoes
and a warm welcome.

We’re planning to have a
keyboard in the cafe so do

come along and have a go if
you play!
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Keep an eye out for
Projection
After dark (approx 5.30pm) - 11pm, FREE to view!
15th - 18th February @ Market Hall Building, Mardol Head,
Shrewsbury SY1 1HE

2016 Wild Strawberry Projection

Exhibition
Open Tues - Sat 11am - 5pm. FREE Entry
11th - 25th February
@ Participate Contemporary Artspace
32-34 Riverside, Raven Meadows, Shrewsbury, SY1 1PL

Please join us for the Opening Celebration

2016 exhibition

This year’s projection has been designed
by young people from XYZ, the Shrewsbury
young LGBT group. It is called ‘bump’!

Young People’s Showcase

In advance of the weekend, festival guest Caroline
Paige will be visiting schools and colleges in the
area and talking to students. Schools will feed back
in this Saturday morning session, which includes
presentations from students and a very special
ceremony hosted by XYZ.

Saturday 18th February,
at the University Centre Shrewsbury
10.15am - 12.30pm FREE Entry - No need to book

part of

Stuart Milk at
New College Telford, 2016

William Brookes
student presentation, 2016

Whose Heritage is it Anyway?

We are delighted - and excited - to introduce you to James Pardoe, Director of
Design, Heritage and the Built Environment, at University Centre Shrewsbury
and Emma-Kate Lanyon, Team Leader (Collections and Curatorial Services),
Shrewsbury Museum & Art Gallery, who have enthusiastically accepted an
invitation to discuss how heritage is defined, whose stories get captured and
the value and significance given to different life narratives.

Saturday 18th February,
at the University Centre Shrewsbury

12.30pm - 1.15pm FREE Entry - No need to book



Composer, writer, cabaret
performer. Mark Bunyan is
the first out professional
cabaret performer in the
UK, he has been singing
his own songs at the piano
since 1978 and has been
favourably compared to
Noel Coward, if you like
that kind of thing, or as “A
gay Victoria Wood”.
He was described as “One
of the great comedians at
the piano” by the late Ned
Sherrin on BBC Radio 4’s
LOOSE ENDS.  The thing
he’s most proud of is the
ancient Gay News
description of his 1980
Edinburgh show as “The
coming of age of gay pride”.

Nic lives in mid Wales with
her wife and when she is
not trying to tame the
jackdaws who live in
her chimney, she writes
short stories and generally
makes things up. Her ideas
come from family, friends
and adventures that
happen in the real world.
She also enjoys the
performance side of
reading her work in public.

Presenting: SOLDIERS IN
LOVE, Park Hall Camp,
Oswestry in WW2,

The Presentation is
based on
numerous love
letters between
two servicemen,
one of whom,
Gilbert, (who later
became a
Bombardier), was
stationed at Park
Hall Camp near Oswestry
during WW2, and
subsequent research in

preparation for a book.
The letters, found in a trunk
in Brighton, after Gilbert’s
death in 2008, were
purchased, on behalf of
Oswestry Town Museum,
over a period of time since
2013. Initially it seemed
they were to Gilbert from a
girlfriend, with the initial ‘G’.
The letters date from 1939.
On transcribing the letters,
it became clear that they
were between two men:
Infantryman, Gordon to
Gilbert. The letters are very
eloquent. They reveal the
way in which their love was
constrained by the moral
and legal circumstances of
the day. The resolution of
this story, potentially, raises
further routes of enquiry in
California, where Gordon
went to live in the 1950s..

Both the discovery of
these very rare
letters, the enquiries
to confirm
authenticity and the
journey toward
publishing a book
have been hugely
enriching to the
museum’s collection

of materials relating to
WW2.

MARK BUNYAN
Saturday evening

NIC HERRIOT
Saturday evening

MARK HIGNETT
Saturday afternoon

Gilbert Bradley
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Presenting: BLURRING
THE LINES
Trans representation and
gender expression in rock
music.

Rock music has long been
a voice for minority groups,
this includes the trans and
gender variant community.
From lyrics in songs from
Lou Reed and the Kinks to
blurring gender stereotypes
in image (Bowie, New York
dolls), through to trans
pioneers such as Jayne
County to Laura Jane
Grace.
Kate is CEO at Wipe Out
Transphobia; a trustee of
the Welsh LGBT charity
Unity Group Wales, a
facilitator for All About

Trans; has recently
joined the committee
Schools OUT, and is a
Stonewall Cymru
Associate.

Kate is a passionate rock
musician and performs with
two bands.

Keynote speaker (with
Peter Scott-Presland)
HEROIC ARCHITECTS OF
THE 1967 ACT

As a result of being in
London Gay Liberation
Front, Andrew Lumsden
was the first national
journalist in the world to
come out voluntarily (1971).

He participated in the Gay
News project (1972-1983),
which gave heart to
thousands of LGBT people
in Britain and Ireland and
which the Government
accordingly tried to close
down (1977). He is
currently writing a book
about Henry Labouchere
MP (1831-1912), the
author in Parliament of the
anti-gay Labouchere
Amendment of 1885, which
was only finally repealed in
2003 by the efforts of a
newer LGBT generation.

Friday Night

JANE HOY Saturday afternoon
Presenting (with Helen Sandler): THE OLDEST NEW
WOMAN AND HER INCORRIGIBLE WELSH FRIEND.
Frances Power Cobbe (b.1822) an Irish feminist and political
activist, and Mary Lloyd (b1819), a Welsh artist, were
partners for 35 years. They met in Rome, Italy, lived and
campaigned together in London and ended their years in
Dolgellau, Wales, where they are buried together.
From the mid c19th both women were leading lights in
campaigns for women’s rights and animal rights. Jane is a
founder member of Queer Playback Theatre Company
(Saturday Cabaret). She is also trained in forum theatre and
is a keen dancer on the LGBT latin and ballroom scene.

KATE HUTCHINSON
Saturday afternoon

ANDREW LUMSDEN
Friday Night

CAROLINE PAIGE
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Keynote speaker TRUE
COLOURS - Trailblazing
Transgender Service in the
Military.
The untold story of what it
meant to be transgender in
the British military before
and after permissive
service. From 1980 to
2014, the highs and the
lows, in peacetime and in
war.
Caroline Paige retired from
the Royal Air Force in Nov
2014 following a 35-year
military career, as a
navigator and tactics
specialist, initially flying air-
defence fighters and then
battlefield helicopters. In
1999, she became the first
officer to transition gender
in the UK’s Armed Forces,
and to serve openly on the
frontline, flying missions in
Bosnia, Iraq and
Afghanistan. True Colours
reveals the challenges of
trailblazing transgender
service in an environment
historically hostile to LGBT
personnel, and how she
succeeded in shaping
understanding, support and
inclusion, inspiring
others to follow.

Presenting: THE
JOY OF TOKENISM
- being a lesbian in
the 70s/80s gay
movement.  The
histories of lesbians
and gay men in the
70s and 80s are
often separated out,

as much of our politics were
then. I stuck it out in the
“mixed” (mainly gay)
movement and was invited
into everything from
Switchboard to Stonewall
via the International
Lesbian & Gay Association
and DAFT (Dykes &
Faggots Together). Stories
will be told.

Lisa Power is a dyke who’s
been around for
donkeys’ years, a lesbian
activist since the 70s, an
HIV policy bureaucrat and
troublemaker since the 80s,
a writer and commentator
on LGBT society and
politics and a trained
historian who is now a
historical artefact in her
own right. She’s poked her
nose in everywhere from
ActUp demos to the United
Nations and was recently
described by Russell T
Davies as “the Zelig of the
gay world”.

Playback Theatre is
spontaneous improvised
theatre - the audience tells
their stories and the actors
re-enact them. It's
unexpected, exciting,
moving, often hilarious -
and we have got a whole
experience of it waiting for
you! No compulsion to
share - you can sit, watch
and enjoy . or you can
share your own burning
story.

LISA POWER
Saturday afternoon

QUEER PLAYBACK THEATRE
Saturday evening
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Presenting: SALOP
ASSIZES 1949 - and
Falling in to the Arms of
Phoebe.

In June 1949, Jack (later
Lord) Wolfenden, then
Headmaster at Shrewsbury
School, would have read in
the Shrewsbury Chronicle
of the arrest and
imprisonment of two local
men: a clerk and a
photographer, for the crime
of gross indecency. Maybe
his gay son, Jeremy, then
15 years old, read it too.
The presentation will be
about the men arrested.
Peter’s introduction to gay
activism was in 1970, going
to his first GLF disco. At
that time he was a student
at the University of Essex.
(GLF badge wearers got in
cheaper!). He grew up in
Macclesfield, Cheshire. As
a 1960’s teenager, he
stumbled across the
cruising areas of
Manchester’s Piccadilly
Gardens and News’
Theatre in Oxford Road,
being oblivious to the
implications of the Sexual
Offences Act 1967. Since
1984 he has lived in

Shrewsbury, Shropshire
with Geoff. They have a
son, Liam.

Sue is Emeritus Professor
Harvey Milk Institute, an
“out and proud” lesbian,
and LGBT rights activist,
she became chair  of
Schools OUT in 2000. She
was a founder member of
the LGBT Advisory Group
to the Metropolitan Police
and worked closely with the
criminal justice system on
hate crime. In 2004 she
instituted the UK's first
LGBT History Month. In
2007 was responsible for
the website the Classroom
which has over 70 lesson
plans that usualise LGBT
people for all ages across
the curriculum.
She is the author of poetry,
short stories, articles on
feminist issues, equalities,
education and
homophobia.

Helen joins us once more
as MC of our Saturday
Cabaret, as well as
appearing alongside Jane
Hoy in the presentation:
THE OLDEST NEW
WOMAN AND HER
INCORRIGIBLE WELSH
FRIEND..
Helen’s back catalogue
includes Arts Programmer
for L Fest; Director of the
York Lesbian Arts Festival;
Curating Project
Coordinator for the Koestler
Trust's Art by Offenders
exhibition displayed at the
Royal Festival Hall;
Contributing Editor at Diva
magazine; Compere at Bar
Wotever's alternative
cabaret nights; She is
also a published novelist,
short story writer and poet.

PETER ROSCOE
Saturday afternoon

SUE SANDERS
Friday Night
Saturday morning

HELEN SANDLER
Saturday afternoon
Saturday evening
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PETER SCOTT-PRESLAND
Friday Night
Saturday afternoon

Keynote speaker (with
Andrew Lumsden) &
Presenting PUNTING WITH
PRIDE. Peter has
been working as a gay
cabaret artiste, writer,
journalist and activist since
1971. He has run theatre
companies, campaigned for
disabled people, been a
regular columnist for
'Capital Gay' and got up the
noses of more people than
you've had hot dinners.  He
is currently working on the
second volume of a 3-
volume history of the
Campaign for Homosexual
Equality, and an anthology
show of gay life 1930-1970,
called 'Queer Things Are
Happening to Me'.
Peter I author of

, the story
of the gay pioneers who
founded the Campaign for
Homosexual Equality,
1954-1973. - a ripping good
read!

Friday Night

Keynote speaker: Diana
Souhami is the author of
many highly praised books:
Gluck: Her Biography;
Gertrude and Alice; the
bestselling Mrs Keppel and
Her Daughter (winner of the
US Lambda Literary Award
for best gay writing and a
New York Times `Notable
Book of the Year’); Greta
and Cecil; The Trials of
Radclyffe Hall (shortlisted
for the James Tait Black
Prize for Biography and
also winner of the US
Lambda Literary Award);
Selkirk's Island (winner of
the Whitbread Biography
award), Wild Girls: the
Lives and Loves of Natalie
Barney and Romaine
Brooks; Coconut Chaos;
Murder at Wrotham Hill
(shortlisted for the Crime
Writers Association Dagger
Award) Edith Cavell (winner
of the EDP Jarrold East
Anglian Book of the Year
award).

Presenting THE OTHER
CONSENTING ADULTS.
Jane has been recording
the experiences of the
oldest generations of
lesbians in the UK for
several years now. Some of
these stories feature in her
book

(Palgrave Macmillan,
2016).
She continues to collect the
memories and opinions of
women born before 1950
who identify as lesbian or
bisexual, and her next
project is to publish a
collection of lesbian life-
stories. Jane and some of
her interviewees recently
appeared in the short film

(Esme
Waldron, 2016).

DIANA SOUHAMI

JANE TRAIES
Friday Night
Saturday
morning

Ba
ck 

in T
ime 2
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At The Hive, 5 Belmont SY1 1TE £12      DOORS OPEN 7pm, ends 10.30pm

Join us for a relaxing evening of entertainment, where you
can be sure of music, spoken word and theatre - not to
mention a lot of laughs and general merriment!

Performing for your delight are:

 - we are delighted to welcome Helen back
to keep things in order and amuse us with her own brand of
humour as she guides us gently through the evening.

 All links for tickets via www.shrewsburylgbthistory.org.uk - some on the door

 - what a
treat we have in store as we bring this
theatre troupe with a difference to a
Shrewsbury stage. You will not
believe your eyes and ears as they
reproduce your favourite moments,
with a little theatrical licence!

- a familiar face to SpringOut’s Aberration
audiences in Wales, here is a chance for festival-goers to
enjoy quick wit and clever observation - we defy you not
to chuckle as Nic draws on her life experiences to
highlight every day quirks.

 - of course, entertainment
wouldn’t be quite the same without a piano
and with Mark Bunyan on the keys you are

sure to be entertained and awed - all in one
go by

(The
Stage) - in Shrewsbury for the night!
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Film 1: Tab hunter confidential

Film 3: the celluloid closet

, Tickets £5

Tickets from: www.rainbowfilmfestival.org.uk

Jeffrey Schwarz (2015) USA, 90 minutes
In the 1950s, Tab Hunter is number one at
the box office and number one on the music
charts. He is Hollywood’s most sought-after star
and America’s boy next door. Natalie Wood,
Debbie Reynolds and Sophia Loren are just a
few of the actresses he is romantically linked to.
Nothing, it seems, can damage his skyrocketing career. Nothing, that is, except
for the fact that Tab Hunter is secretly gay. Now, Tab Hunter’s secret is out. In
TAB HUNTER CONFIDENTIAL we will meet, for the first time, the real Tab
Hunter as he shares with us the whole story of a happy, healthy survivor of
Hollywood’s roller coaster.

Film 2: peacock
,

Tickets £3.50
Ondřej Hudeček (2015) Czech, 26 minutes
Czech / German with English Subtitles
A twisted queer romance set in the 19th Century
picturesque Bohemia telling a tabooed true story of birth of one of the
nation's most influential writers, starring Julius Feldmeier (Nothing Bad
Can Happen). Suspense, laughter, violence, hope, heart, nudity, sex,
and happy ending. Mostly happy ending.

For the final event of the 2017 Festival, the
Salopian Rainbows have chosen this glimpse
into LGBT lives on screen through the ages.
Based on Vito Russo’s book, look through gay
eyes to catch something different - you may be
surprised what you find!. It is fascinating and fun
- a perfect way to round things off.

The Salopian Rainbows
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At the University Centre Shrewsbury

Tickets are FREE
www.shrewsburylgbthistory.org.uk

6.15pm Arrivals & light refreshments

6.45pm Welcome – introduction to our guests, including
Mayor, Councillor Ioan Jones & Sue Sanders

7.15pm Diana Souhami - Tales of Hidden Heroes:
Lesbians and Modernism

7.40pm Wine and refreshment break

8.20pm Caroline Paige - True Colours: Trailblazing
Transgender Service in the Military

8.45pm Andrew Lumsden and Peter Scott-Presland -
Heroic Architects of the 1967 Act

9.10pm Jane Traies in conversation with guests

9.30pm A taste of Queer Playback Theatre

9.45pm Goodnight - see you in the morning!

At Market Hall Building, Mardol Head
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10.00am Doors open
10.15am

Special presentations
Discussion

12.30pm

1.15pm

In conversation: James Pardoe (University Centre
Shrewsbury) & Emma-Kate Lanyon (Shrewsbury
Museum & Art Gallery)

 - try the STOP! Cafe on site
2.00pm

The Oldest New Woman and her Incorrigible
Welsh Friend

At the University Centre Shrewsbury
FREE Entry - No need to book for these events - just turn up on the day!

We then move out of the main hall for a series of taster presentations
Choose one from each pair to go to

2.35-3.05pm Peter Roscoe Jane Traies

3.15-3.45pm Lisa Power Peter Scott-Presland
3.55-4.25pm Kate Hutchinson Mark Hignett

Back to the main hall
4.30pm
5.10pm Thank you

Evening of Entertainment

Tab Hunter Confidential
Peaock -

 All links for tickets via www.shrewsburylgbthistory.org.uk - some on the door

The Celluloid Closet -
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Shrewsbury Coffeehouse
Shropshire Council 'Shop'
Pomona Grocery
The Alb
Library
Button & Bear
Carmar Cafe
Setonaikai
Appleyards
OMH Cinema
Pengwern Books
The Market Buffet
Snapdragon Wholefoods
River Thai
Lily's Garden Cafe
Green Ginger Cards
Extraordinary Furniture SoHo
Age UK
The Natural Health Centre
Shirehall
Shrewsbury Police Station
Shropshire Fire & Rescue

In 2017, we wanted to create more of a festival feel across the town and some
people have been delighted to help - look out for them

 about town:

- Button & Bear on Castle Gates
- Pengwern Books on Fish St
- The Library on Castle Gates

Same but Different :
a photographic exploration
of gender non-conforming.
@ the Hive, 5 Belmont
On display during the festival
Join us on Opening night:
Thursday 16th February at 6.15pm @ the Hive
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 -
available from the festival

Outing the Past Exhibition
An LGBT flavour arrives at the Museum
& Art Gallery with a special display in
the Community Area curated from the
Museum stores. 4 Feb. - 23 April.
Open Tues-Sat 10am to 4.30pm;
Sunday 11am to 4pm, Entry £4.50
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The National Festival of LGBT History
grew out of LGBT History Month, founded
in 2005 by Schools Out,  an organisation
working towards equality, safety and
visibility in education for all lesbian, gay,
bisexual and trans people.

The first National Festival in
2015 was a weekend of
“popular presentations”,
keynote speakers and
theatre.  The idea was to be
more inclusive in the
exploration of history in the
non-academic world. A
small contingent from
Shrewsbury gave a 20
minute presentation on
LGBT activity in Shropshire which
included reference to the ever-growing
Shropshire Rainbow Film Festival, the
mainstreaming of
‘Pride’ within the
Shrewsbury Carnival,
the long-standing
Border Women lesbian
Network and the
recording of LGBT
histories in the County
via the production of
‘History Boards’. The
whole event was an over-whelming
success and Schools Out took the
decision to expand and involve ‘regional
hubs’ in subsequent years.

In 2016, Shrewsbury represented the
Midlands and hosted our own festival. In
addition to the main festival events of key

note speakers and taster presentations,
we were privileged to host Peter Tatchell
and Harvey Milk’s nephew, Stuart Milk,
who visited schools and colleges, talking
to approx 1000 students about equalities

across the globe, and
impressing on them the
importance of being one’s
‘authentic self’.

The Museum and Art Gallery
hosted our exhibition which
had a footfall of over 200
over the weekend, to add to
the 300 attending other
events - including the
Saturday Night Entertainment
and Sunday Film screenings.

The whole thing was amazing - and
humbling - opening doors and hearts
amongst LGBT communities and straight

allies alike.

To help the festival to
continue in 2017, it was
adopted as a project by
local organisation SAND
(Safe Ageing No
Discrimination).  We kept
the more generic name
of Salopian Rainbows for

the organising group:

- a potted history
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riverthai.net

Pengwern Books
  Shrewsbury’s Independent Bookshop

Fish Street, Shrewsbury, SY1 1UR
t:01743 232236  e:pengwernbooks@live.co.uk

Proud to support
LGBT History Festival: Back in Time 2

*book ordering service *out of print searches
*mail order *cards

OPEN: Mon – Thurs: 10.00am – 5.00pm
Fri - Sat: 9.30am – 5.00pm
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Our national partners at Schools Out give
us some parameters to ‘brand’ the
festival as a whole! They have charitable
status and so are keen that any events
taking place under the main festival
banner are FREE to attend - this means
we fundraise for all of these aspects -
including the Launch, the Young People’s
Showcase, the Exhibition and the
Saturday presentations.

To be included, the Launch Night needs
some sort of Civic status - this has
encouraged us to invite the Mayor, and
Town Crier for example - which has
indeed helped with credibility and offers
a sense of occasion. We are also included
on the circuit of the Shrewsbury Festival
Baton which passes to us on Launch
night!

All of the presentations you will see on
Saturday have been through an
application process devised and
conducted by Schools Out - we are then
presented with a list of those who are
interested in coming to our Shrewsbury
Hub and we choose the programme from
those. This year there are also Festival
Hubs in in Bournemouth, Exeter,
Coventry, Preston, York, Manchester and
Liverpool - on different weekends
throughout February.

Schools Out also invite National speakers
to take part - last year Stuart Milk, this
year Diana Souhami, and opportunities to
commission theatrical pieces - this year
the Burnley Plays which, sadly, we cannot
afford to include in our programme.
The Shrewsbury Festival organisers are all

involved in other events in Shrewsbury
and so wanted to include a whole
entertainment programme to make this
weekend a real occasion for “Festival
Shrewsbury” and spread it around the
town a bit!

Come and join us for Fringe events,
including Saturday Night Entertainment
and Sunday
Films - and
explore the
town for
displays in
shop
windows
and the
library, additional art exhibition at the
Hive and the Walking Map -  guided tour
of locations with LGBT significance.
Enjoy your festival!
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Working with SAND to increase expectations and
improve experiences of older and old LGBT people
accessing health & social care in Shropshire
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Trevor, born and bred in
Shrewsbury, was in the Public
Gallery at the Houses of
Parliament on 27th July,
after which Royal Assent was
granted and the ‘67 Act passed
into law. He recalls that there was
a sense of victory; he remembers
‘a big hoot of noise’ from the
gallery.

From today’s perspective the ‘67
Act may be seen as an important,
but limited decriminalisation of the
law. However, we should never
understate just how oppressive the
law before then was. The Criminal
Law Amendment Act 1885, and
later laws, effectively criminalised
any expression of same sex love
between men. Although some
brave souls managed to make

relationships, the state
ensured that, short or
long, same sex
relationships between
men were prohibited
and vilified. Any attempt
to make a relationship
work was ruthlessly
punished; with prison
sentences of up to 2
years not uncommon.

Thousands of men were arrested
and their lives (plus those of their
friends and families) torn apart.

The ‘67 Act at least allowed that
two men, if always in private and
both over the age of 21, could get
together.  How they got together
remained, effectively, illegal.  The
law was clear that, in all
circumstances, same sex sexual
relationships between men were
immoral; prosecutions, in fact,
increased, after 1967, reaching a
peak in 1989.

The brave women and men who
helped take us to this stepping
stone toward full equality in the
criminal law (achieved in 2004)
deserve our huge admiration and
gratitude.
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Thank you for the History Festival!
In addition to all our presenters and performers
mentioned in the brochure, the Festival would not be
possible without the help, support, hours and pennies
offered by many people. Thank you: Andy McKeown,
Dea Paradisos, Richard Benjamin, Ellen Green, Will Mead,
Holly Vivian, Debs Hart, Peter Gilbert, Tony Elliott, Kathy
Davenhill, Jo Winning, Jill Bedford, Kay Davies, Lydia
Obirek, Sue Holmes, Silus Wood, Chris Brown & Barry,
Jackie Stengelhofen, Betty Halford, Clare Bear, Mike
Wilde, Freddy, Amita Sudra, Margaret Sandra, Caroline
Easty, Unison Mid Staffs LG Branch of Cannock and
Stafford, Jonathan Cutbill, Sheila, Sam Willacy, Eileen
Mckenzie, Norma Hampson, Kathy Almack, Sam B,
Giselle Ryan, Jonathan H, Lucy, Nick Billingham, Henry,
Rachel Dax, Janet Watts, Jane & Helen, Louise, Anne
Chorley, Mary Fitzpatrick and Tom Wraith, Helen & Kev
Moore, Emma Linney, Beth Prior, Sainsbury’s, Tesco

Another special anniversary
History Month, 27�� Feb 2012: the Shropshire Rainbow Film Festival screened
Gen Silent - the inspiration for the formation of SAND

Mid Staffs LG Branch of
Cannock and Stafford

5 years on:

SAND has been engaging with LGBT people
aged 50 - 90 to help us to understand our own
communities’ needs and issues, and to increase
knowledge and understanding amongst us all.

SAND is talking to local health & social care providers about how to
improve the experiences of older and old LGBT people accessing
their services. This includes Coverage Care, Age UK Shropshire
Telford & Wrekin, Radfield Domiciliary Care, the Community Health
Trust and Robert Jones & Agnes Hunt Hospital.

SAND is now a Social Enterprise, with a plan to generate income
through training & support as well as through fundraising and
donations. www.lgbtsand.wordpress.com
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Map of venues

University Centre Shrewsbury, Guildhall, Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY3 8HQ - Friday Launch & Saturday daytime

The Hive, 5 Belmont, Shrewsbury SY1 1TE - Entertainment and Film - Saturday Evening & Sunday afternoon (p9-10)

Old Market Hall, The Square, Shrewsbury SY1 1LH - Film - Sunday morning (p10)

Participate Contemporary Artspace - Exhibition - From 11th - 25th Feb open Tuesday - Saturday (p3)

Market Hall, (top of Mardol) Shrewsbury, SY1 1PZ - Rainbow Projection after sunset - Wednesday - Saturday (p3)

Museum & Art Gallery, The Square, Shrewsbury SY1 1LH  - Exhibition 4th Feb - 23rd April Tues - Sun (p14)

Google  Maps

X

Participate

Location/s
Access info: All venues are accessible to wheelchair users, although Participate
does not have accessible toilets

Bar info: The Hive and the Old Market Hall are both licensed and have bars

Lunch potential: Stop Cafe at the University - and at the Museum & Art Gallery -
serve food and drinks, The Old Market Hall serves light lunches and there is a
Market Buffet on the top floor of the Market Hall. All venues are centrally
located and Shrewsbury has masses of eateries!


